School Shootings: Identifying Traits of Perpetrators & How To Most Effectively Prevent Them

I. INTRODUCTION

School shootings have recently been described as an “epidemic” plaguing the United States.¹ Schools have been tasked with keeping their environments safe while not inhibiting the constitutional protections guaranteed to students.² In support of the state and school’s interest in a safe environment, the Gun-Free Schools Act of 1994 was enacted in 1994. This Act makes the disbursement of federal funds to states contingent on the state enacting a law, which expels students who bring weapons to school for at least one year.³ In order to better protect schools from violence, many schools have enacted dress codes, conducted searches and seizures of students and their property, implemented metal detectors, and stricter discipline in general.⁴ While the Gun-Free Schools Act of 1994 and these additional school regulations are a good start, they do little to prevent imminent danger in schools regarding the use of weapons and mass-kilings in schools.

In 2012, the Center for Disease Control and Prevention released facts relating to school violence among youth in grades nine through twelve.⁵ The facts indicate that 5.4 percent of students reported carrying a gun, knife, or club on school property on one or more days in the

² Daniel, supra note 1, at 575.
⁴ Daniel, supra note 1, at 575.
days preceding the survey. Additionally, during the 2009–2010 school year, 17 homicides of school-age youth ages 5 to 18 occurred at school.

More recently, on December 14, 2012, 20-year-old Adam Lanza went on a shooting rampage at Sandy Hook Elementary School, killing 20 first-grade children, and six educators. Sandy Hook Elementary routinely practiced lockdown procedures and safety drills— but unfortunately, even practice could not prepare the children and teachers for horrific events that would occur on that day. This event alone surpassed the number of students killed in the 2009–2010 school year nationwide, evidencing that a single event could claim many, many lives and have immense consequences.

It is imperative that schools do everything in their power to identify students who pose a threat to the school, and eradicate those threats before that student or students’ intentions become a reality. While school shootings are rare events, they are involving more and more victims per incident and are a constant concern among students, teachers, administrators, and staff.

Although no method of identifying potential school shooters and preventing school shootings is foolproof, this paper will argue that school shootings can be greatly reduced by: (1) students, teachers, and school administrators maintaining a keen eye for signs of potential future violence by students, (2) schools increasing the presence of school resource officers, (3) schools enacting a threat assessment strategy that also addresses mental health concerns, and (4) parents and relatives limiting the access of weapons to students.

---
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While this article is not exhaustive, and there are many other identifying factors of perpetrators, as well as ways to approach school safety, it does provide some in-depth insight into both areas. Part II of this article attempts to identify those who are most likely to commit violence within schools, even though there is no single profile. Part III discusses the most effective ways in which to mitigate and help prevent school shootings to the greatest extent possible. Finally, Part VI concludes by reiterating the importance of school resource officers and threat assessment strategies in schools as well as the importance of limiting access of guns to students.

II. IDENTIFYING THE USUAL PERPETRATORS OF SCHOOL VIOLENCE

While profiling and painting a picture of particular students likely to carry out attacks on their own school and classmates is quite difficult and may dangerously exclude some from the sight of other students, teachers, and administrators, doing so is extremely important to the process of maintaining the safety of our schools. School shootings almost always involve male perpetrators. Testimony presented to the House Judiciary Committee after the shooting at Columbine High School noted that typical school shooters are often lonely and isolated, highly sensitive to teasing and bullying, and resentful over perceived injustices. Studies indicate that peer rejection and aggressive behavior are related, and once this aggression in students begins, it
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intensifies over time.\textsuperscript{16} Targets of bullying recognize that the perpetrators do not like, value or accept them and also feel public humiliation since acts of bullying often occur in the presence of others.\textsuperscript{17} A study conducted, focusing on 15 cases of school violence from 1995–2001 (including Columbine), yielded fascinating results.\textsuperscript{18} The study concluded that in at least 12 of the 15 cases analyzed, the shooter(s) had been subjected to ongoing malicious teasing or bullying,\textsuperscript{19} and in at least half of the cases, the perpetrator(s) had “experienced a recent rejecting event.”\textsuperscript{20} Additionally, the shooters typically fit one or more of the other three risk factors investigated: (1) psychological problems (10 of the 15 incidents), (2) an interest in guns and explosives (6 of the 15 incidents), and (3) a fascination with death (4 of the incidents).\textsuperscript{21} The study further suggested that it is probably rejection in addition to one or more of these other risk factors that increases the risk that a student will perpetrate violence against other students, teachers, or administrators.\textsuperscript{22}

Additionally, a summary of a U.S. Secret Service Safe School Initiative Report emphasized that in more than three-fourths of the cases examined, young people intending to carry out “targeted violence” told at least one other person about their plan before it was carried out.\textsuperscript{23} However, in nearly all of the cases, the person told about the future attack did not relay that information to an adult.\textsuperscript{24} One study indicated that “[t]here was a lack of expressed concern among those who knew the school assailants that they would act on their threats. In all cases [in
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this study] there was a failure of peers to report threats of serious violence and of peers, parents, and professionals to consider them seriously.”25

Furthermore, mental illness is a subject in need of much research to determine the extent to which it plays a part in school shootings.26 Many school shooters have been identified as having mental and emotional distress.27 However, rather than mental illness being the cause, it is quite possible that mental illness predisposes a person to multiple risk factors that increase the chance of violence. For example, people with mental disorders may have a higher risk of violence “because of their disordered perceptions, assumptions, attributional biases, and disordered processes of thinking and affect that accompany these diagnoses.”28 Numerous studies have found a relationship between aggressive and violent behavior with hyperactivity, attention or concentration deficits, and impulsivity.29 Impulsivity causes a person to consider the present rather than the future,30 and therefore, may not allow them to fully comprehend the consequences of their actions. Additionally, narcissists may commit violence because of their belief in their superiority and their feelings of this superiority being threatened by others.31 It has been determined that many school shooters underwent counseling sessions for depression, impulsivity, and antisocial behavior.32 Rather than focusing on the specific mental illness of an
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individual, it may be more beneficial to focus on their thinking and behaviors to assess if that person is likely to become violent.  

Lastly, many studies found that the school shooters had easy access to guns. Many school shooters had guns in their home and used those weapons in their attacks. A study examining school shootings from 1992–1999 found that “students were more likely to have obtained firearms from their homes than from any other source.” Additionally, the summary of the U.S. Secret Services’ Safe School Initiative Report also noted that in nearly two-thirds of the incidents studied, the school shooter obtained the gun(s) in their own home or in the home of a relative.

III. HOW TO BEST PREVENT SCHOOL SHootINGS

Although there is no way to ensure that school shootings will not occur, there are many policies and prevention-mechanisms a school can put in place to minimize the possibility that a gunman or gunmen will infiltrate the school and commit mass murder. To begin, all schools should implement multiple measures that best suit that particular school, in order to minimize the risk of a school shooting. In addition, all schools should have: (1) a school resource officer (or officers) to build relationships with students and respond to potential or actual violence when necessary and (2) a threat assessment procedure in place, which will assist in identifying students who may have the intent to commit violence upon the school. Furthermore, parents and relatives
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should take the necessary measures to prohibit student access to any weapons that are keep in their homes.

A very important measure that every school should put in place in order to promote student safety is to employ a school resource officer (“SRO”). Although SRO programs may slightly differ, Lavarello and Trump defined SROs as “certified peace officers employed by local or county law enforcement agencies and assigned to a particular school or schools.” 38 It is important that the SRO be thought of as a police officer and not as a school administrator. 39 SROs are usually armed in case of emergency and in uniform. 40 SRO’s have three main responsibilities. 41 First, SROs are “police officers with arrest powers.” 42 Second, SROs are “counselors of law related issue, helping guide children to appropriate community services.” 43 Third, SROs are “teachers of the law, either teaching their own classes or visiting classes to give talks and presentations.” 44 SROs are highly beneficial because in contrast to the average school administrator or teacher who typically has not received training related to an armed intruder being in the school, SROs possess specific training concerning how to respond to possible or actual threats in the school. 45 Data has shown that the implementation of SROs reduces crime in schools and makes students feel safer. 46

Another highly beneficial aspect of SROs is that the constant contact with students “normalizes interactions between students and police officers, improves communication, and
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builds trust.”47 SROs must be interested in working with students, have empathy for students with emotional disturbances and mental illness, have significant interpersonal skills, and be excellent at building rapport and relationships.48 Building a relationship with students will make those who may not feel comfortable coming forward with information regarding a possible dangerous situation more likely to approach the SROs.49 It is imperative that students and teachers alike exert an increased willingness to come forward with information regarding possible threats or dangers posed to the school. As discussed above, in nearly three-fourths of cases examined by the U.S. Secret Service in the Safe School Initiative, the school shooter told another individual of his plans before he carried them out, but rarely did anyone alert school authorities or police to the information.50 Promoting positive relationships between students and teachers is necessary to enable students to report potential threats or danger, and this reporting “is one of the most effective school safety strategies.”51 In addition to students feeling wary about reporting their peers, it appears that there is a “culture of silence” among teachers and administrators regarding bullying,52 which is often a catalyst to these tragic events. Educator Cassie Bell suggests that there must be a “renewed collegiality and collaboration” between school administrators and teachers “which would in turn [] greatly help to mitigate the power differential and enable leadership to be built throughout the school.”53

Another way to make schools safer is to address the issue of mental health and well-being of students. While SROs are a step in the right direction towards assisting students with mental
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health issues, threat assessments are necessary to ensure the safety of our schools. Threat assessments allow school authorities to “identify, assess, and manage students who may have the intent and capacity to launch an attack…” The threat assessment strategy explained by author Rhonda Barton is one that could be used as a template for other school districts, which can be modified to fit a specific schools needs. Under this specific type of threat assessment strategy, a Level I screening is triggered if there is a violent incident or a threat of a violent incident. This Level I screening brings together an administrator, counsel, SRO, and someone such as a teacher or special education case manage who knows the student, as well as a parent. Together, they document concerns, assess management strategies, and determine whether a Level II assessment is necessary. If they find that a Level II assessment is necessary, representatives from the school district or education service district, along with mental health agencies and law enforcement, take the necessary steps to eliminate the threat, which is determined on a case-by-case basis. Keeping kids in school in order to monitor their behavior is what differentiates a threat assessment program from a zero-tolerance policy. Zero-tolerance policies are not nearly as effective because they do not look at the situation on a case-by-case basis, and therefore, do not address the root of the problem, but rather suspend or expel students, which in-turn can foster anger in a student and make a threat to the school more imminent.
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“Leakage,” as referred to by the FBI\textsuperscript{62} should most definitely be taken into consideration when deciding whether to conduct a threat assessment. “Leakage,” according to the FBI, refers to indicia of violence, including letters, essays, poems, stories, song lyrics, or drawings, which may foreshadow violent acts.\textsuperscript{63} The FBI reported that since Columbine, response to leakage has assisted in foiling many school shootings.\textsuperscript{64} Although punishing students for “leakage” may have First Amendment implications, the student will not be able to sustain his First Amendment claim if the school board can show that:

“(1) the student speech constituted a “true threat”; or (2) by engaging in threatening or disruptive speech, the student substantially or materially interfered with the workings of the school; or that (3) the student speech impinged upon the rights of other students to be secured and let alone; and that (4) where practicable the school board adhered to procedural guidelines prior to suspending or expelling the student, or documenting his or her permanent record.”\textsuperscript{65}

In addition to SROs and threat assessments, limiting students’ access to guns is necessary to best prevent school violence. While the prior suggestions are primarily the schools responsibility, securing weapons in the home is the responsibility of parents and relatives. As discussed above, in nearly two-thirds of the incidents studied in the Safe School Initiative Report, students obtained their gun(s) or weapons of choice from the homes of parents or relatives.\textsuperscript{66} Additionally, parents with high-school aged children are less likely to store firearms safely when compared with parents of younger children, “despite the fact that older children are at a greater risk for firearm death.\textsuperscript{67} While pediatric health-care providers should reiterate to
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parents the importance of securely storing any weapons they may have in the home,\(^6^8\) it is the parents’ ultimate responsibility to make sure their kids do not have, in any way, access to their weapons. Parents should keep all weapons in a locked firearm safe or a portable locked handgun box.\(^6^9\) Also, parents should talk to friends and relatives who own weapons that the child might have access to, and ask them to do the same.\(^7^0\) Eliminating the possibility that a child will have access to guns or other weapons can foil the students’ plans to carry out an attack on the school.\(^7^1\)

IV. CONCLUSION

School shootings are an ever-increasing statistic in today’s society. A single school shooting can amount to many, many deaths and unimaginable pain for the families and friends of those affected. While this problem is growing and many factors play into why a student would commit such an act of violence, this paper demonstrates some necessary steps that schools and parents alike must take in order to best protect students, teachers, and faculty members alike. Schools’ implementation of an SRO and threat assessment program, in addition to parents and relatives taking steps to secure any weapons they may own, will allow us the ability to prevent school shootings to a greater extent than we can presently. It is also important to remember that each school district is unique, and faces distinct challenges, and school administrators should enact the measures that work best for that specific school.
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